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Holiday themes

Wine Delights and
Culinary Arts
Rhineland-Palatinate is Germany‘s
number one wine country. Six of Germany‘s thirteen wine regions are located in
the region around the Rhine and Moselle.
From wine taverns to award-winning cuisine, they offer everything that the epicurean heart desires. Because good wine
and culinary delicacies go together more
effortlessly in the Rhineland-Palatinate than
anywhere else in Germany.

Bullay, Moselle-Saar
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Rhineland-Palatinate is known as a cultural heartland far beyond
its borders. But whoever visits cities in the Romantic Germany knows that
they also guarantee outstanding shopping experiences. A diverse shopping
landscape awaits bargain hunters and individualists, since even the region‘s
outlet scene is impressive. Besides the large outlets like ‚The Style Outlets
Zweibrücken‘ and the ‚Fashion Outlet Montabaur,‘ famous producers have
factory outlets, too.

Cities and Culture

Hidden treasures - that is what the
romantic cities between the Rhine and
Moselle can be called! Idar-Oberstein, Koblenz, Mainz, Speyer, Trier and Worms offer picturesque old towns, cosy street cafes, imposing
churches and cathedrals, proof of the Roman
advanced civilisation and a multitude of events.
At the same time the Rhineland Palatinate is
characterised by a diverse cultural landscape:
four UNESCO World Heritage sites, numerous
museums - among them three state museums
- and countless castles and fortresses are only
a few of the cultural highlights.

A Paradise for Cyclists

Romantic Germany is an excellent cycling region with a large
selection of well-signed bike paths. Altogether, the quality-tested
trail network spans around 8,000 kilometres, with seven long-distance
bike paths and over 60 themed routes available. Cyclists who prefer to
keep it relaxed can pedal along the banks of the Ahr, Lahn, Moselle,
Nahe and Rhine and enjoy the different wine and river landscapes from
the saddle. Athletically ambitious cyclists find what they‘re looking for
in the densely wooded low mountain landscape of the Eifel, Hunsrück,
Palatinate Forest and Westerwald regions.
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Foto: Melanie Reuss

Leinsweiler, Palatinate

Trier, Moselle-Saar

Health anWd el ness

Discover Romantic
Germany barrier-free
A holiday rich with experiences without
having to forego comfort - this is what the
ten regions in the Rhineland-Palatinate
offer. Whether it‘s being active on the numerous
handicapped-accessible hiking and cycling paths
or relaxing with wine and wellness - all guests
get their money‘s worth here. ‚Travel for all checked for accessibility‘ is what
the seal states for reliable holiday
and excursion planning.
Accessibility
certified

The natural landscapes in Rhineland-Palatinate
are rich in natural treasures in the fresh air, mineral-rich soils and thermal springs. These offer the
ideal conditions for a healthy break. Special feel-good
locations are the spas or health resorts. Relax in a thermal bath, undergo a Kneipp or Felke cure, or breathe in
healthy air in a healing salt tunnel - the spas and health
resorts use the natural conditions for the health and wellbeing of their guests.

Bad Kreuznach, Nahe

Hiking in the Rhineland-Palatinate

RCohmraisnttmicas Markets
Hiwweltour, Rheinhessen

The most densely forested German state in terms of area offers
a large-scale network of certified hiking trails that give access to all regions. On a total of twelve long
distance hiking trails and over 200 short and round trips you can let
the symbiosis of culture and nature wash over you, without any type
of hiking map, because the trails are all thoroughly signed and use
a statewide unified system with signposts and kilometre indications.
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During the weeks of Advent, atmospheric
Christmas markets and Christmas events
in all regions of Romantic Germany invite
you for a visit. Small, hidden gems like Lucia
Market in Rech and pre-Christmas activities
amidst the scenery of tradition-rich cloisters and
historical wall ruins get hearts of Christmas fans
racing. Extraordinary places like the Moselle
‚Wein-Nachts-Markt‘ (wine christmas market)
in the vaulted cellars on Traben-Trarbach attract
many visitors.

iD d you know?

…, that the Government Bunker Documentation Site was
once the most secretive building in Germany and today
parts of it are open as a museum?

The Government Bunker, Ahr Valley

..., that the only mountain crater lake north of the Alps is
located in the Eifel?
…, that Hunsrück-Hochwald National Park, the only one in
the Rhineland-Palatinate, has the largest population of
wildcats in Europe?
…, that the marble from the Lahn was used in the Empire
State Building, in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg, as well
as the Kremlin in Moscow?
…, that there are three trekking camps for camping on the
Soonwaldsteig?
…, that the Mosel-Saar region has a `little Venice‘? The winding rows of houses along the brook that flows through
Saarburg were built on mighty oak piles.

Saarburg, Mosel-Saar

…, that 80.000 kilogrammes of figs are harvested
annually in the Palatinate and that due to the mild,
Mediterranean climate, almonds, kiwis and
Spanish chestnuts grow there too?
…, that the Rheinhessen region is the largest
wine-growing region in Germany and the ‚Rheinhessen AUSGEZEICHNET‘ wine bars stand for
stylish wine enjoyment?
…, that the cold-water geyser in
Andernach on the Rhein is considered the largest of its kind in the
world?

View from Wißberg, Rheinhessen
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…, that you can walk to the end of
the world in the Westerwald (stage 10
of the WesterwaldSteig)? You must
be sure-footed and have a head for
heights to walk this charming nature
trail across one of the most beautiful
parts of Kroppach Switzerland.

Events
AHR VALLEY

Ahr valley Summit Festival

31/5-3/6/2018 · Ahr valley
13. Ahr valley Summit Festival: Hiking, enjoyment, and Nordic walking experience the prettiest views over the Ahr Valley and
the Eifel region over four days. Four summits can be conquered on short or long routes, depending on what you want, are in
the mood for and your condition. The hiking festival with summit book, summit stamp and a summit rally for children is a delight
for all generations amidst the unique world in touch with nature.

Manderscheider Burgenfest

HUNSRÜCK

Nature One

Foto: I-Motion

EIFEL

25+26/8/2018 // 24+25/8/2019
Niederburg Manderscheid
The Niederburg Manderscheid is the site of the Manderscheid Historical Burgenfest. Here, mediaeval life is
brought to life. Minstrels, jesters, jugglers and craftsmen
show off their skills. A highlight of the colourful spectacle
is the knight competition.
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3-5/8/2018 // 2-4/8/2019 · Kastellaun
The NATURE ONE, the largest rave festival in Germany,
attracts up to 65,000 techno fans on the first weekend of
August to the Pydna in Kastellaun in the Hunsrück region.
Over 300 DJs transform the former missile base to a pulsing
techno city in the middle of nature.
LAHN VALLEY

parade

Germany‘s largest flower

26/8/2018 // 25/8/2019 · Bad Ems
Every year, Germany‘s largest flower show transforms the Imperial Baths into a unique sea of flowers. More than 1.5 million
flowers on 30 floats are paraded through the city, accompanied by music from Europe‘s top orchestras, and delight tens of
thousands of guests. A one-of-a-kind spectacle.

5/5-21/10/2018 · Trier
The 5 May 2018 marks the bicentennial of Karl Marx‘s birth.
This is the first-ever historic-cultural exhibition dedicated to this
eminent 19th-century thinker, shedding light on his life, his
most important works and the influence he had on his time.
MOSELLE-SAAR

Moselle Music Festival

July - December · diverse venues throughout the
Moselle region

RHEINHESSEN

Nibelungen Festival

20/7-5/8/2018 // 12-28/7/2019 · Worms

Foto: Bernward Bertram

State exhibition: KARL MARX
1818-1883. LIFE. WORKS. TIME.
MOSELLE-SAAR

The Nibelungen Festival draws thousands of visitors each year.
With the Worms Cathedral as a backdrop, a thrilling theatre
experience becomes reality. The top-class theatre event is
rounded out with concerts and readings in extraordinary atmospheres.

ROMANTIC RHINE

The Moselle Music Festival happens annually between July
and December and enchants the entire Moselle region with its
unique venues. Exceptional projects, concerts with legendary
soloists and spectacular solo programs are offered.

May to October // z. B. 15/9/2018 // 21/9/2019 ·
St. Goar-St. Goarshausen
A very special highlight along the Romantic Rhine is the
annual ‚Rhine in Flames‘ fireworks spectacle held in five different locations with aerial fireworks, riverside promenades
illuminated with flares and festively illuminated ship fleets.

WESTERWALD

14-16/9/2018 // 20-22/9/2019 · Bad Münster am
Stein-Ebernburg, Ebernburg historical town centre
The market is known as one of the most beautiful mediaeval
spectacles in Germany. Over a period of three days there
is juggling, music and dancing entertainment on the market
grounds. Proud knights compete at the knight tournament
with the mighty Rotenfels as their backdrop.

Adventure Day on the
German Wine Road
PALATINATE

Always the last Sunday in August: 26/8/2018 //
25/8/2019 · From Bockenheim to Schweigen along
the German Wine Road
On the last Sunday in August, the German Wine Road becomes
the longest festival road in the Republic: Along 85 kilometres,
locals and visitors alike celebrate the car-free Wine Road Adventure Day and enjoy regional specialities and a lively entertainment program amidst the picturesque vineyard landscape.
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European Ceramic Market

2+3/6/2018 // 1+2/6/2019 · Höhr-Grenzhausen

Foto: Markus Ströher, TI Höhr-Grenzhausen

Medieval market with knight
competition
NAHE

Rhine in Flames

Over a market area approx. 500 metres long, everything that
represents the diversity of the European Ceramic Market is
displayed. There, around 150 exhibitors from all around the
world present visitors with both everyday and ornamental
ceramics, as well as many other ceramic products..

Filsen and Boppard, Romantic Rhine

Highlights
• UNESCO World Heritage sites
In the Rhineland-Palatinate there are cultural and natural landscapes that are so extraordinary, UNESCO
has placed them under protection. Highlights of Western culture, as well as unique landscapes, are what
characterise the ancient World Heritage sites in Trier, the Speyer Cathedral, the Roman Limes (Frontiers
of the Roman Empire), as well as the Upper Middle Rhine Valley and the Vulkaneifel Nature and Geopark,
recognised as a UNESCO Global Geopark.

• Historical, fairy tale palaces, castles and fortresses

Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, Romantic Rhine

No other region in Germany offers such a concentration of enchanting ruins,
magnificent fortresses and fairy tale castles. Stories from a long-forgotten
time and an almost magical atmosphere make a visit to the historical witnesses an unforgettable experience - for example, Trifels Castle, where King
Richard the Lion-Hearted was once imprisoned, Ehrenbreitstein Fortress in
Koblenz or the medieval Marksburg, the only fortress on the Middle Rhine
that was never destroyed.

• Legendary Rhine and Moselle river cruises
The popular route from Koblenz to Bingen is one of the most
beautiful sections of the Rhine. A river cruise passing by steep
cliffs, vineyards, romantic castles and fortresses, as well as
towns with half-timbered houses, is unforgettable. There are
numerous boarding points for guests along the route, and most
stop multiple times a day in the summer.

• Enjoying wine and modern wine architecture
The exquisite wines from the Rhineland-Palatinate are known to wine enthusiasts all around the world.
The traditional wine festivals in autumn are an absolute must. Vintners offer wine tastings everywhere
in the wine region. Overnight stays at a winery are also possible, as is a visit to the vineyard with the
vintner. Countless, architectural award-winning wineries and wine bars are perfect for wine tastings in an
extraordinary environment.

Porta Nigra, Trier, Moselle-Saar

You should see it!

MOSELLE-SAAR

• Trier - Centre of antiquity

A highlight that enriches any Moselle holiday is a visit to the Trier old
town with its UNESCO World Heritage sites. Whether the Porta Nigra,
Basilica of Constantine or Imperial Baths - they are all witnesses of
time, still impress today and are representative for countless excursion destinations on the ‚Roads of the Romans‘, which are scattered
throughout the Moselle region.
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Gleiszellen-Gleishorbach, Pfalz

www.mosellandtouristik.de/en | info@mosellandtouristik.de

Pedalling through the Moselle
Valley
Through the MOSELLE Wine Culture Country in
four enjoyable stages
This bike tour is suitable for all cycling fans that would like to enjoy
their holiday during the week. Ride through the MOSELLE Wine
Culture Country in four one-day stages. The many attractions of the
beautiful wine-growing villages and little towns through which the
bike path leads are waiting for you to discover them.
In addition to the well-known cities of Trier, Bernkastel-Kues, Traben-Trarbach and Koblenz, highlights of the tour include a river
cruise as well as a wine tasting. Aboard the cruise you‘ll enjoy the
Moselle landscape from a different and new perspective. Immerse
yourself in the indulgent world of regional wines with a vintner and
put your taste buds and sense of smell to the test.

All-inclusive arrangement: Pedalling through the Moselle Valley
• 5 nights including breakfast in selected houses, rooms with
shower/toilet (Trier, Trittenheim, Reil, Treis-Karden, Koblenz)
• 1 river cruise from Zeltingen to Traben-Trarbach and cruise
from Cochem to Treis-Karden, including bike transport on the
boat (only 1/5-31/10)
• 1 wine tasting with a vintner
• 1 3-course dinner
• 1 bike tour map ‚Moselle Bike Path‘ in 1:50,000 scale
(1 per room)
• Folder with all important information (1 per booking)
Price per person in double room from
single: € 392,–

€ 301,– /

MOSELLANDTOURISTIK GMBH
Kordelweg 1 · 54470 Bernkastel-Kues/Andel
Tel.: +49 (0) 6531/97330
Foto: Heinz Peierl
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www.mosellandtouristik.de/en | info@mosellandtouristik.de

Hiking on the ‚Moselsteig‘ from
Trier to Bernkastel-Kues
Discover six, varied stages on foot
On this 9-day trip you will discover stages 5-10 of the ‚Moselsteig‘.
You start in Trier and stay in typical wine villages overnight. The
crowning highlight is Bernkastel-Kues, where you have a whole
day to discover the city and surrounding area. Besides a varied
landscape and breath-taking panoramas, a 3-course meal, a visit
to a fascinating wine museum in Bernkastel-Kues including a wine
tasting in the largest Moselle wine bar, and a roundtrip river cruise
between Bernkastal-Kues and Traben-Trarbach await you.

Foto: Christopher Arnoldi

All-inclusive arrangement: Hiking on the ‚Moselsteig‘
• 8 nights‘ stay including breakfast in selected hotels and guest
houses in Trier, Schweich, Mehring, Leiwen, Neumagen-Dhron,
Kesten or Osann-Monzel, 2 nights in Bernkastel-Kues
• 1 3-course dinner
• 1 river cruise from Bernkastel-Kues to Traben-Trarbach and
back (only during river cruise season: Easter to end of October)
• Visit to the multimedia wine museum of the Wine Cultural
Centre including a wine tasting in the wine house
• Moselsteig Premium Set: Hiking guide with extensive stage
descriptions, as well as a set of 3 maps in 1:25,000 scale (1 per
room)
• Informational folder (1 per group)
Price per person in double room from
single: € 627,–

€ 497,– /

MOSELLANDTOURISTIK GMBH
Kordelweg 1 · 54470 Bernkastel-Kues/Andel
Tel.: +49 (0) 6531/97330
Foto: Christopher Arnoldi
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www.mosellandtouristik.de/en | info@mosellandtouristik.de

Wine holiday on the Moselle
Relaxation at the vineyard
Do you want to experience life on a vineyard up close and personal
and enjoy the fresh and fizzy products of the vintner right at the
source? This is possible in almost all towns along the Moselle. ‚The
way to a man‘s heart is through his stomach‘ - also true along the
Moselle. Our hosts will gladly convince you of this during a lunch
or dinner of typical Moselle specialities, and naturally with a glass
of Moselle Riesling. You can also allow the magic of the landscape
have an effect on you during a river cruise or learn more about the
secret of wine during a wine tasting and cellar tour.

Foto: Thorsten Stürmer

All-inclusive arrangement: Wine holiday on the Moselle
• 5 nights‘ stay including breakfast at selected wineries, rooms
with shower/toilet
• 1 welcome drink (one of the estate‘s wines)
• 1 Moselle river cruise
• 1 lunch or dinner with typical Moselle cuisine and a glass of
Moselle Riesling
• 1 tour of the estate, including a guided tour of the cellars and an
instructive wine-tasting session
• 1 bottle of Moselle wine to take home
Price per person in double room from
single: upon request

€ 310,– /

MOSELLANDTOURISTIK GMBH
Kordelweg 1 · 54470 Bernkastel-Kues/Andel
Tel.: +49 (0) 6531/97330
Foto: Georg Eiben
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Information for
tour operators
Are you looking for an experienced and reliable partner
in Rhineland-Palatinate with broad knowledge on the
region?
The Rheinland-Pfalz Tourismus GmbH offers a comprehensive incoming service in order to make your planning as easy as possible. We
have a large network of partners on-site, and we look forward to
adding you to this network.
As part of our services we can assist with arranging:
• Group travel
• Special interest tours
• Hotel bookings

Please note: The offers in the Sales Guide are available upon request
and are subject to availability. The conditions of the tour operator shall
apply. Individual components, prices and conditions are subject to
availability and can differ depending on the season.
If you are interested in one of the offerings please contact the market
representative of the Rheinland-Pfalz Tourismus GmbH (contact data
below). They will inform the vendor of your request and will be happy
to place you in direct contact with them.
Further details such as commissions agreements, contingencies and
cancellation terms will be arranged directly with the vendor.
Subsequent bookings will happen directly with the vendor.

• Wine tastings
• River cruises
• Seminars
• Excursions, events, city tours
• Transfers, transportation, catering
• Subject-specific sight-seeing tours and much more.

The Rheinland-Pfalz Tourismus GmbH works with tour operators and
is only travel mediator for the offers and arrangements in this brochure.
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On behalf of the RPT
TourComm Germany GmbH & Co. KG
Contact person: Sina Schwarz
incoming@romantic-germany.info
Tel.: +49 (0)6201/60 208 15
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A

Romantic Cities

Berwartstein Castle in Erlenbach, Palatinate

Quality seal in Rhineland Palatinate
Accommodations with special
emphasis on service quality per
Germany-wide standards.

Bett+Bike: : Accommodations
with cyclist-friendly furnishings and
service.

Accommodations with hiking-friendly
furnishings and service.

On-site offerings were reviewed by a
trained investigator for accessibility and
detailed information is available.
Accessibility
certified
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